TEMPORARY TRANSFER OF "ARTHUR's" WIFE TO MONTEVIDEO APPROVED BY "VIKTOR" (1944)

From: MOSCOW
To: MONTEVIDEO
No: 299

27 December 1944

Your number 123.

1. Send "ARTHUR's" [ARTHUR] address by post.

2. We have no objection to the temporary transfer of "ARTHUR's" wife to your town.

3. If expenditure in accordance with the estimate is exceeded without our permission we shall not pay the excess amount(s). We shall notify you of the estimate for the first quarter after it has been confirmed.

Your number 125.

Let "ARTHUR" go back as he expects to be sent for [VYZOV]. You will send for ARTHUR either in accordance with our instructions or after the arrival of "TAGORE"[1], who is already in the U.S.A.

No. 6105
26 December.

VIKTOR[2]

Distribution [Comments overleaf]
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